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United Kingdom
Highlights of Make Tax Digital

The Notice provides some clarity around issues
which many businesses face including the MTD
requirements, exemptions, records, functional
compatible software, digital links, VAT calculations
outside of software, adjustments, correcting errors
and application of special VAT accounting schemes.

There remains some uncertainty in terms of
how to make MTD work in practice –
particularly where adjustments are needed
to VAT return figures prior to submission,
meaning data quality and normal month
end adjustments need to treated carefully

From 1 April 2019, businesses that are
registered for VAT and with turnover over
£85,000 will have to comply with the new
Making Tax Digital (MTD) requirements in
relation to their VAT compliance function.

MTD has three primary requirements:
- Digital record keeping and storage
- Digital links between records
- Digital submission of returns to HMRC
using approved software
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The MTD requirements mean that businesses
will need to make sure that they store VAT
records digitally, are able to submit VAT returns
electronically via an interface (API) with HMRC
software and that they can demonstrate a clear
electronic audit trail and digital link from
source systems to VAT return submission.
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United Kingdom

Key Operational Needs of Make Tax Digital

The HMRC requires that company submit their
data via an interface(API) , basically not allowing
manual data interference – soft landing period
until 1st April 2020.

It is anticipated that by 2021, HMRC will start to bring both indirect
and direct tax scenarios further closer , and most businesses will be
required to digital records and submit to HMRC quarterly for Income
and Corporation Tax purposes.

Governments are not only inserting themselves into
Corporate Indirect Taxes but they are matching data
across areas in real time, transactions to submissions to
returns and cross referencing to Income Tax, Corporate
Tax and Financial Statements, all matched and
reconciled Is your company ready for that level of
scrutiny?

However tax payers need to prepare
for the days where manual
intervention in the preparation of
their VAT submissions are drawing to
an end. VAT submissions and
reporting must come from your core
transactional data without manual
intervention. Touchless Indirect Tax
is the name of the game in the new
era of Digital tax.

Business process integrity and compliance, data
validation, data verification , End to End process
management, 24/7 global monitoring and agility are
paramount to stay ahead and ensure onpoing
compliance.
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The digital tax phenomenon worldwide is just starting ,
simply passing raw data to a provider that maps this to an
file provided by the authorities is no longer sufficient .
Full traceability from source and back is required to
ensure compliance and zero operational impact

In many cases , specially MNEs, with large scale
ERP systems , changes and adaption may be
needed to business processes and IT systems ,that
were designed and built without taking into
account digital tax needs.
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Our Global platform, provides an
holistic solution, through billing,
purchasing, accounting, reporting
and archiving to name but a few 6

Local needs Global, MNE’s need a
platform that leverages their
investment in ERP, follows UK MTD
program as changes arise and stays
compliant globally.

With 1st Jan 2019 business need to
ensure a multitude of processes are in
place for compliance – from certified
digital signatures to reporting and
archiving of transactions.
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Agility is needed in the digital age .
Multinational need a platform that evolves
as the HMRC extends the complexity of its
MTD mandate

eInvoicing is not a simple data
exchange, or simple switch on/off.
Business processes, IT may be
deeply affected, utmost care needs
to be taken to ensure compliance
across all business processes.

System of record, companies need a
system that maintains the integrity of
their master data and transactional
data, ensure they are compliant but
can run their business as today. Focus
on core business.
Swiss Integrity
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Why Taxera ?
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Taxera Value Proposition
ADVANTAGES

Care & Consultation
services

Compliance as a
Service

Single Vendor
Globally
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Help our Customers with
strategic decisions and
operational execution
Leverage existing
investments made in
ERP

Free enterprises to
focus on core
business
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